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challenging means. You could not single-handedly going when books deposit or
library or borrowing from your connections to retrieve them. This is an entirely
simple means to speciﬁcally acquire lead by on-line. This online statement H Is For
Hardcore Erotic Alphabet can be one of the options to accompany you taking into
account having further time.
It will not waste your time. consent me, the e-book will no question tune you other
business to read. Just invest tiny mature to retrieve this on-line broadcast H Is For
Hardcore Erotic Alphabet as capably as review them wherever you are now.
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SANTIAGO
The ﬁrst in the Honor series, Above All, Honor introduces single-minded Secret Service Agent
Cameron Roberts and the
woman she is sworn to
protect—Blair Powell, the
daughter of the President
of the United States.
Cam’s duty is her life -and the only thing that
keeps her from self-destructing under the unbearable weight of her
own deep personal
tragedy. However, she
hasn’t counted on the fact
that the beautiful, willful
ﬁrst daughter will do anything in her power to escape the watchful eyes of
her protectors, including
seducing the agent in
charge. Both women struggle with long-hidden secrets and dark passions as

they are forced to confront their growing attraction amidst the escalating
danger drawing ever closer to Blair. From the dark
shadows of rough trade
bars in Greenwich Village
to the elite galleries of Soho, each must balance duty with desire and, ultimately, choose between
love and honor.
Second in the Justice Series. In the dynamic double sequel to Shield of Justice and A Matter of Trust,
Det. Sgt. Rebecca Frye
struggles to return to duty
after a near fatal shooting. Joining forces with
enigmatic computer consultant J.T. Sloan, Rebecca
accepts a temporary assignment with a Federal
task force investigating an
Internet child pornography ring. Rebecca's obsession with ﬁnding her partner's killer and her involve-

ment in the multi-jurisdictional investigation threaten both her life and her
new relationship with Doctor Catherine Rawlings.
When Catherine becomes
professionally involved
and an attempt on the life
of a task force member ensues, the pursuit of justice
becomes a deadly race
against time.
A devastating hurricane
brings insurance investigator Ashley Walker back to
Provincetown, the last
place she wants to be. Not
only must she deal with
the dangerous consequences of the natural disaster, she has to ﬁght her
soul-shattering need for
the woman she left behind. While Reese Conlon
and Tory King deal with
the challenges of a community in turmoil, a new
threat emerges that
proves to be even more
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deadly than the ravaging
storm. A silent killer stalks
the night, drawing ever
closer to the one woman
he believes to be his.
Soon, no woman is safe,
including Tory. The sixth
in the Lambda Literary
Award-winning Provincetown Tales.
Hardcore Microbiology
and Immunology focuses
on the essentials of microbiology and immunology,
as an ultra-high yield USMLE Step 1 review and an
ideal course supplement.
Figures and images help
students visualize key concepts, and the concise,
outline format allows
rapid access to vital information. Critical "hardcore"
facts are highlighted in
the text, emphasizing the
most heavily tested information for review.
The third book in the Honor Series. US Secret Service Agent Cameron
Roberts has more than
one secret that could destroy her career, not the
least of which is that she’s
in love with the president’s daughter. Blair Powell,
the ﬁrst daughter, returns
the feeling despite her ambivalence about Cam’s
role as her security chief,
particularly in the aftermath of an assassination
attempt that nearly cost
Cam her life. In this third
book of the Honor series,
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Blair and Cam struggle to
protect their relationship
from intensiﬁed media exposure even as they are
unwillingly drawn into a
shadowy conspiracy that
puts Cam’s career and the
president’s political future
at risk. When Cam's previous lover resurfaces to
oﬀer support and solace,
the president's daughter
and her security chief are
faced with diﬃcult choices
as they battle a tangled
web of Washington intrigue for...love and honor.
"Better than ever, full of
emotion" By Rafase282
It’s Sunday morning. I’m
more excited than nervous. It’s a big day for Aurelius and me. It’s the ﬁrst
day in a lifetime of days
we will spend working on
our relationship. We will
drop our barriers and
open up our hearts to
each other. Aurei will confess his secret, and I will
prove my love is unconditional. Today, we battle
for our future. DOWNLOAD WITH 1CLICK NOW
to discover why all that is
only half the battle. " `Aurei jolted my heart
awake!' Jessika just gets
better!" By Grady Harp
"It's not an easy road, but
love isn't always easy." By
Karen Ruggier * * * * BATTLE is about making love
a priority. Recommended
for 18+ adventurous read-
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ers. Jessika Klide’s collections: The Hardcore Series
Mr. Sexy The Cock-Tail Party Perfect Ladies Night
Battle Sex Pot Heaven
Shakeup Hardcore The
End Shakedown The Hardcore Collection Undeniable Chemistry Unbridled
Passion Unwavering Devotion Born To Fight Heroes
For Hire Secondary Romance Series Dance
Falling For His Badass Do
Donuts My Girl Redemption Obsessed Rules of Engagement Born To Fight
Heroes For Hire Mission
Series Ground Zero Meaner Than Evil Coming in
Hot Stay Frosty Heroes
For Hire Collection Risqué
Fairy Tales Series The
Thief The King The Trainer
* * * * * * About the Author Jessika Klide writes
contemporary and new
adult romance novels
about millionaires and military heroes. Her fans rave
about her convincing instant love and undeniable
chemistry. No matter
what troupe she tackles,
she writes about exceptional people, revealing that
their emotional needs are
no diﬀerent from ours.
This unique storyteller will
have you burning up the
pages to get to the happily ever after commitment
where true love wins. Her
books are recommended
for fans of authors such as
L.J. Shen, Helen Hardt,
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Marie Force, Brittany
Sahin, Samantha Christy,
Lauren Landish, Vi Keeland, Nicole Snow, Nora
Roberts, and E.L. James.
The Scorched Souls Saga,
Books 1-4, Firetrap,
Fireﬁght, Firestorm, and
Fireworks all in one volume. "If the Scorched
Souls Saga was a cocktail,
it would be one part Overboard, the 1987 movie
classic, starring Kurt Russell and Goldie Hawn,
mixed well with the FX hit
TV series, Sons of
Anarchy, with a twist of
50 Shades." Olympia
Olsen I don't know who I
am. I don't know where I
am. What I do know: I
don't trust Boone
Richards, my supposed
husband. It doesn't matter
how damn sexy he is; I refuse to give in to his demands. How could I marry
someone like him? A biker
who acts like a caveman
on steroids and calls me
his "old lady." What the-?
Our kids, this life, this
MC...it's all wrong. I don't
belong. The problem is, I
can't remember anything.
If this really is my life, it's
no wonder I want to forget. Did I mention someone is trying to kill me,
and Boone is the one person standing between me
and a ﬁery death? Boone
Richards What started out
as a way to get even has
turned into so much more.

I want to touch her. Taste
her. Own her. I want to
make Olympia mine. If I
do, and she remembers,
things are gonna go from
bad to worse. The club is
my life, my brothers are
my family. I can't aﬀord to
be sidetracked by a woman, but it's hard not be distracted with her looking
like that, talking like that,
and shaking her sweet ass
like that. What I do know:
taking Olympia has
changed everything, including me. Protecting her
from a murdering arsonist
has become my obsession. I'll destroy anyone
who tries to hurt her.
Please be advised: The entire Scorched Souls Series
is for readers 18 and older
due to sexual content, violence, language, and dark
subject matters. You have
been warned. There are
BDSM elements in all four
books.
First in the Justice Series.
Special Crimes Unit investigator
Detective
Sergeant Rebecca Frye is
attempting to solve a series of sexual assaults and
running into dead ends at
every turn. Finally, she
has a break in the case–a
witness–one person who
may help her bring a madman to justice. But, the
witness is a victim herself
and Rebecca must convince the injured woman's
physician, Dr. Catherine

Rawlings, to assist her–a
task that will force both
women to confront their
own darkest fears. Amidst
professional conﬂicts and
a growing mutual attraction, the two women become reluctant allies in
the battle to stop the perpetrator before he strikes
again.
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A ground-breaking 'best
of' collection that celebrates gender variations
with erotic ﬁction. Featuring 20 stories by writers
of every gender, this is
the ﬁrst book to deal exclusively with gender-bending, gender-crossing and gender-breaking
sexuality through erotic
ﬁction. Includes contributions from Thomas Roche,
Simon Sheppard, M Christian, Dominic Santi, Gary
Bowen and many other
well-known names.
Leslie Harris's visit to her
upstate New York lakeside
family home after a decade of triumphs and disappointment resembles a
nightmare more than the
quiet vacation she'd
herod for. The unexpected
appearance of muchchanged town ero girl Devon Weber, with whom
Leslie shares a secret that
haunts them both, rekindles an old heart
ache—and reminds Leslie
of just why she left. Even
though her attraction to
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Dev comes roaring back,
the one thing Leslie doesn't want is to pick up
where they left oﬀ, especially not when she already has just the life she
wants—a rewarding high-power law practice, a condo in Manhattan, and a
lover who satisﬁes her
without demanding the intimacy Leslie avoids. Unfortunately, environmental biologist Devon Weber
doesn't play by Leslie's
rules. Two women whose
lives turned out far diﬀerently than they'd once
imagined discover that
sometimes the shape of
the future can only be
found in the past-and love
is strongest When Dreams
Tremble.
While Detective Lt. Rebecca Frye’s elite unit attempts to uncover the connection between the local
organized crime syndicate
and a human traﬃcking
ring, she and her team,
and those they love, unwittingly become targets.
As part of the operation,
Dellon Mitchell goes undercover with a young woman posing as her lover—a
woman with a secret agenda who puts Mitchell's personal and professional life
at risk. Before long, the
hunters and the hunted
are caught in a complex
web of double-crosses
and desire where the lines
between good and evil
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blur, and justice may be
the ultimate victim.
A Prequel to In Pursuit of
Justice. Michael Lassiter, a
theoretical design executive, is about to wage war
on
the
corporate
battleﬁeld as she ﬁghts to
maintain control of her
company in the midst of
divorce. She hires JT
Sloan, an internet security
consultant, to protect her
most important asset—her dreams and visions, which are suddenly
vulnerable within the corporate computer system.
Sloan, a brilliant cybersleuth who steadfastly
avoids emotional commitments, shares a painful,
secret past with her associate and friend, Jason
McBride. Sarah Martin, a
gentle practitioner of eastern medicine, searches
for a way to heal a damaged soul. These four very
diﬀerent individuals, each
wounded by personal betrayal, ﬁnd their lives becoming ever more inextricably bound as they struggle to trust, and to love,
again.
The fourth in the Honor Series When you're the president's daughter and the
closest thing the country
has to a ﬁrst lady, your
life is never really your
own. When you're the woman charged to guard the
ﬁrst daughter, and you al-
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so happen to be her lover,
every moment of every
day is ﬁlled with challenges—and a mistake
could cost you everything.
Unbeknownst to either
Blair Powell or Secret Service agent Cameron
Roberts, they are at the
center of a conspiracy
that will rock the world
when a net of violence
and death draws down upon them and the nation.
In a journey that begins
on the streets of Paris's
Left Bank and culminates
in a wild ﬂight for their
lives, the president's
daughter and those who
are sworn to protect her
wage a desperate struggle for survival.
They call him Masque. I
call him God. The man I
want to consume me, own
me, break me and corrupt
me. Yet I've never seen
his face. His body ripples
like an Adonis, sculpted in
steel and dripping in sin.
His ﬂesh is inked with the
mark of the chimera - one
body, two very diﬀerent
halves. He plays hard. He
plays rough. He has no
limits. He's so fucking dirty bad wrong. But I love
him for it. *** Lydia Marsh
is always the strong one.
The girl who never breaks,
and sure as hell never
cries. She's got it all - the
perfect little life in cosy
suburbia, with her perfectly nice boyfriend, and
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their perfectly suﬃcient
sex life. She's even got
her perfect little career
plan all wrapped up at
Trial Run Software Group.
But when it all falls apart,
and Lydia's pretty, green
eyes are ﬁxed on a brutally sexual stranger - the
man they call Masque she comes to suspect that
being strong isn't all it's
cracked up to be. For now
Lydia wants something
she's never wanted before... And she wants
Masque to give it to her.
**Warning - this novel contains graphic sex, and
hardcore elements of
BDSM. There are scenes
of violence (consensual)
as well as sexual practices
some readers may ﬁnd
oﬀensive. If you aren't
turned on by dirty bad
wrong sex then please
walk on by. Thank you.**
Three women caught in a
web of secrets and dark
desires— Rooke Tyler
lives a solitary life in a
small town on the Hudson
River, carving intricate
headstones in an exclusive cemetery for the
county's wealthy families.
At night she pours her
dreams and desires into
the ﬁgures she sculpts—waiting for the woman
she senses in the stone.
Adrian Oakes knows there
are things in life that defy
rational explanation—she
has spent her life avoiding

casual contact with
others, because sometimes what she feels
draws her into a world of
dangerous attractions and
dark desires. Melinda
Singer, a beautiful seductive art dealer, wants both
women and will stop at
nothing to have them.
When fate brings the
three together, passion
and destiny ignite.
In this red-hot collection
of ﬁrst anal sex stories
from explicit erotica publisher Mmmmore Productions, you’ll ﬁnd ﬁve beautiful girls bent over and
taking it in the tiniest,
tightest hole! Whether
you want it sweet and
sexy or rough and reluctant, you’ll get what
you’re looking for here.
Double penetration, overwhelmed women—it’s all
part and parcel of bent
over backdoor bliss! Warning: This ebook contains
very explicit descriptions
of sexual activity during
various ﬁrst anal sex encounters. It includes
stranger sex, bondage,
wife share, handcuﬀs,
rough sex, reluctant sex,
mmf threesome sex, double team sex, hair pulling,
spanking, domination, submission, forced semen
swallowing, BDSM, and
double penetration. It is intended for mature readers
who will not be oﬀended
by graphic depictions of

sex acts between consenting adults.
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Take three friends, add
two ex-lovers and several
new ones, then mix with
more secrets than any of
them know—and the result is a recipe for explosive rivalries and incendiary romance. Attorney
Liz Ramsey thought she
had everything—a devoted partner, a challenging
job, and plans for a family
in the making. Unfortunately, her life takes a
turn, and she ends up
alone and in the kind of
trouble she never
dreamed of. Then she
bumps into—literally—
young surgeon Reilly Danvers, and life gets even
more complicated. Liz's
two best friends oﬀer all
the support she needs,
but they have secrets of
their own. Candace Lory,
a high-powered commodities trader and swinging
playgirl, meets her match
when she hooks up with
corporate attorney, Parker
Jones. Brenda Beal, the only member of the group
who hasn't slept with every available woman, prefers to fantasize about a
perfect lover, especially if
she's obedient and willing
to do anything Bren orders. A surprise birthday
outing and a dashing,
dark-eyed submissive
transform Bren's fantasies
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into reality and her dark
secrets into delicious pleasures.
From the Lambda Literary
Award-winning author
comes book six in her
Provincetown series.
The sixth in the Honor Series With the nation on
the verge of war, security
takes on new meaning for
Secret Service Agent
Cameron Roberts, whose
lover just happens to be
the President’s daughter.
First daughter Blair Powell
and her “secret” Secret
Service agent lover,
Cameron Roberts, intend
to get married—with her
father’s blessing. But being in the spotlight isn’t
the safest place to be in a
country still reeling from
9/11 and with the domestic terrorists who tried to
assassinate Blair still at
large. Cam doesn’t want
to give up the reins of control when Blair’s life is at
stake, but there are other
dangers at home and
abroad that the President
needs her to investigate—including the whereabouts of her previous
lover—Valerie Ross. The
next in the Honor series is
novel of romance and intrigue in a world gone
mad.
WARNING: This is not a
traditional love story. This
book is ﬁction and contains material readers
may ﬁnd oﬀensive. This is
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the updated version that
contains the happily ever
after epilogue. Ruby Jacobson wanted a new life, but
it seems fate gives her a
twisted version of it. Taken from her bed, and sold
like an object, Ruby believes death is a far better
outcome then what fate
has in store for her. Or so
she thought. Gavin Darris
has always desired the
darker pleasures in life.
Normally not one to
purchase his playthings,
he needs a woman who
will bend to his will, and
derive pleasure from it,
too. He sees Ruby, one of
the many women for sale,
and he wants her as he's
never wanted anything
else before. She has a ﬁre
in her eyes and a determination not to yield. She
looks like a ﬁghter and is
exactly what he is looking
for. Making her submit will
be almost as pleasurable
as ﬁnally sating the darkness inside of him. He is
ruthless in what he wants,
and what he wants is Ruby. The dark desires Ruby
has felt inside of her are
about to be tempted in
the most horrifying of
ways. She should hate
Gavin and fear everything
he represents, but she
can't deny that her body
aches for his touch. He
tells her she is his; that he
owns every part of her,
and everything inside of
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her knows that is the
truth. Faced with the ultimate decision, Ruby must
choose to escape and
gain her freedom, or stay
with Gavin, the monster
whose delicious punishment makes her yearn for
more. Both are frightening.
Turn down the lights and
crawl into the pages of
Cum For Me, a sizzling,
hot, collection of urban
erotica that will leave you
wet and panting as we
fulﬁll your sexual Obsession with one mouth-watering story after another.
The forbidden desires of
these sensuous characters will lead you on a sensual vacation that cul-minates into an explosive Island Lust. And as the Seductress sets out to fulﬁll
her freakiest dreams, you
will discover when it
comes to good, hard sex,
it's Never Enough! Along
the path of this sex
odyssey, a challenge will
be issued in the bedroom:
Can Redd Ride? The answer to that will cause you
to have multiple Wet Memories as you ﬁnd yourself
Caught In a Fantasy and
Craving His Touch. Best
Selling, street lit author
Ca$h concludes this powerfully orgasmic anthology with a thugged-out
erotic tale, A Long Time
Cummin' that will wet
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your appetite for more
hardcore orgasms. So,
now the question is: Will
you Cum For Me?
“I don’t want nice and
clean,” Alison Tyler writes,
“I want hot and fast. Dark
and dirty. I want hardcore.” These writers deliver with stories that locate
that special intensity that
elevates sex from ordinary to hardcore. In Radcylﬀe’s “Sweet No More”
a young dyke visits a sex
club for the ﬁrst time hoping to ﬁnally live out her
private fantasies, only to
discover a playmate who
oﬀers possibilities she never imagined. And in Jean
Roberta’s “In the Hold”
what starts as a bit of
frivolous role play for Amy
and her married lover
veers into dangerous territory when his wife arrives
to claim what’s hers.
A volume of nineteen
works of gay erotica inspired by the fantasies of
a sun-drenched life on the
beach includes such tales
as "Blue Star Boy," "Samurai of the Surf," and "Surf
Stud Initiation." Original.
30枚のポストカードから成るイラスト集。

new sheriﬀ who has heads
turning amidst speculation as to who will be the
ﬁrst woman to capture
her attentions. Doctor Victoria King has been betrayed by love once and
refuses to risk heartbreak
again. Brianna Parker, the
teenaged daughter of Reese's chief, fears her father’s wrath when he
learns that she loves
another girl. As these
three women struggle to
live and love in freedom,
they risk their hearts and
souls to give one another
a Safe Harbor.
The ﬁfth in the saga of the
Provincetown Tales. The
winds of fortune are ﬁckle
guides…and happiness or
heartbreak may be the
destination. For Provincetown local Deo Camara,
the only winds that have
ever blown her way have
been cold and lonely, and
she doesn't expect things
to improve when she is
drawn into a family crisis
against her will. Despite a
decade of estrangement,
however, Deo can't turn
her back on the call of
blood, no matter how high
the price in heartache. Dr.
Bonita Burgoyne is
pleased with the changes
she's made in her
life…she has a rewarding
new job and is looking forward to renovating the historic sea captain's house
she has just purchased.

She's content, and that's
all she needs to be, or so
she thinks until she hires
Deo to head up the renovations. They have nothing in common except a
shared legacy of betrayal
by those they'd trusted
the most, and an impossible attraction they would
both prefer to ignore.
Meanwhile, Bonita's new
associate Dr. Tory King
and her partner, Reese
Conlon, must cero with
the aftermath of the
winds of war and the approaching fury of a very
real gathering storm.
Kate Beecher, a young woman from Boston, looks
ahead with a sense of restless longing to the life her
family and friends expect
her to embrace. She doesn't know what she wants,
or who, until she moves
with her family to the wild
Montana Territory of the
1860's. Just eighteen and
quietly struggling against
the social constraints of
the era, Kate meets a woman who ﬁres ﬁrst her
imagination, and then her
dreams. Jessie Forbes, a
ﬁercely independent but
touchingly tender rancher,
ﬁnds in Kate the passion
she had unknowingly
sought all her life. This is
the story of their struggle
to love in a land and time
as cruel as it was beautiful.
Love has a way of derail-

A mysterious newcomer, a
reclusive doctor, and a
troubled gay teenager
learn about love, friendship, and trust during one
tumultuous summer in
Provincetown. Reese Conlon, LtCol USMCR, is the
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ing the best of plans. Wynter Thompson, divorced
with a young child, struggles to balance the demands of her surgical residency with the responsibilities of motherhood -and
between the two, discovers there is little time left
for anything else. She manages to convince herself
that she has everything
she needs, because
another chance at love is
deﬁnitely not in her game
plan. Pearce Rifkin is a woman with a plan, and it
doesn’t include a serious
relationship. Chief Surgical Resident is just a stepping stone to her lifelong
goal - chairmanship at
one of the top ten medical
centers. Determined to follow in her father’s footsteps, even though she isn’t the son he dreamed
of, Pearce has no time for
romance. Two women
with nothing in common
but a shared passion for
surgery clash at every opportunity, especially when
matters of the heart are
suddenly at stake.
This bold and original
book examines in detail a
relatively new genre of
ﬁlm--the erotic thriller. Linda Ruth Williams traces
the genre's exploitation of
pornography and noir, discusses mainstream stars
(including Michael Douglas and Sharon Stone) as
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well as genre-branded direct-to-video stars, charts
the work of key producers
and directors, and considers home videos as a distinct form of viewing pleasure. She maps the history of the genre, analyzing
hundreds of movies from
blockbusters such as Basic Instinct, Fatal Attraction, and In the Cut to
straight-to-video ﬁlm titles
such as Carnal Crimes,
Sins of Desire, and Night
Eyes. Williams's witty and
illuminating readings tell
the story of this sensational genre and contribute to
the analysis of mainstream screen sex--and its
censorship--at the beginning of the 21st century.
She shows that as the
erotic thriller plays out the
sexual fantasies of contemporary America, it also
provides a vehicle for marketing those fantasies
globally.
The Fifth in the Honor Series In the chaotic aftermath of 9/11, Secret Service agent Cameron
Roberts and her lover,
ﬁrst daughter Blair Powell,
must contend with recriminations from within the
government and danger
from without as they struggle to uncover those who
betrayed the nation and
nearly claimed Blair’s life.
The hunt for those who betrayed the nation is a very
personal quest for Secret
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Service agent Cameron
Roberts because the traitors targeted her lover.
Her search takes her deep
into the shadow worlds of
counter-intelligence
where even a friend might
be a foe. While Cam struggles to uncover the traitor’s trail, Blair wages her
own war to prevent the
woman she loves from becoming a scapegoat during the chaotic aftermath
of 9/11. Not just honor,
but their future together,
is on the line as Blair and
Cam join forces with their
loyal friends to strike back
at the terrorists.
The #1 New York Times
bestseller—a thrilling and
seductive Cinderella love
story from E L James, author of the phenomenal
bestselling Fifty Shades
Trilogy. Clasping her plait
at the base of her neck, I
tug lightly, bringing her
lips up to mine. "Alessia,"
I breathe, and kiss her
again, softly, slowly. She
stills in my arms, then
brings her hands up to
clutch my biceps, closing
her eyes as she accepts
me. I deepen the kiss, my
tongue teasing her lips,
and she opens her mouth.
She tastes of warmth and
grace and sweet seduction. London, present day.
Life has always been easy
for Maxim Trevelyan, the
"spare" to the earldom of
Trevethick. With his good
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looks, aristocratic connections, and money, he's
never had to work, and
he's rarely slept alone.
But all that changes when
tragedy strikes and Maxim
inherits his family's title,
wealth, and estates, and
the responsibility that entails. It's a role he's not
prepared for and one he
struggles to face. But his
biggest challenge is ﬁghting his desire for an unexpected, enigmatic young
woman who's recently
joined his staﬀ. Reticent,
beautiful, and musically
gifted, she's an alluring
mystery, possessing little
more than a dangerous
and troublesome past. As
Maxim's longing for her
deepens into a passion
he's never experienced
and dares not name, he's
left to wonder just who is
Alessia Demachi? And can
he protect her from the
malevolence that threatens her? From the heart
of London through wild, rural Cornwall to the bleak,
forbidding beauty of the
Albanian Balkans, The Mister combines the sensuality of a modern Regency
romance with the danger,
desire, and adventure of E
L James's captivating storytelling, leaving the reader breathless to the very
last page.
Third in the Justice Series.
In a shadow world of secrets, lies, and hidden

agendas,
Detective
Sergeant Rebecca Frye
and her lover, Dr.
Catherine Rawlings, join
forces once again in the
elusive search for justice.
Rebecca is aided in her
struggle to uncover a
pornography ring and expose its connections to a
traitor within the police department by a rag-tag
team of dedicated cops
and civilians: JT Sloan, a
cybersleuth who is committed to avenging her
lover’s devastating injury
and walks the ﬁne line between justice and revenge; Dellon Mitchell, a
young police oﬃcer who
discovers an unforeseen
talent for undercover
work; and Sandy, a prostitute who develops an unexpected passion for
cops. Ultimately, this secret investigation may risk
not just their careers, but
may cost one of them
their life.

nonﬁction
division
of
Palmer Publishing. Haydon Palmer, however, the
powerful young head of
the company, oﬀers Auden something far diﬀerent—something that ultimately forces them both
to confront their deepest
fears and utmost desires.
Unable to resist Hays's
challenge and unaware of
the charismatic woman's
closely-guarded secrets,
Auden soon ﬁnds herself
on a journey that will
transform both their lives.
When just one happy ending is not enough... An anthology of passionate, sensual love stories about
falling in love, being in
love, and celebrating the
love between women of
every age—yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Discover the passion, the
thrill, and the heartwarming satisfaction of love
time and again with the
tales from today's bestselling romance writers:
Ali Vali, Cate Culpepper,
Cliﬀord Henderson, Erin
Dutton, Gabrielle Goldsby,
Gill McNight, Gun Brooke,
JD Glass, Jennifer Harris,
Jlee Meyer, Jove Belle,
Julie Cannon, Kim Baldwin,
Larkin Rose, Lee Lynch,
Lisa Girolami, Meghan
O'Brien, Merry Shannon,
MJ Williamz, Nell Stark,
Rachel Spangler, and Radclyﬀe. Editors Stacia Seaman and Radclyﬀe have

Plunged into the often indistinguishable realms of
ﬁction, fantasy, and hidden desires, Auden Frost
discovers a shifting landscape that will force her to
question everything she
has believed to be true
about herself and the nature of love. It began one
winter morning when Auden set out to interview
for a much-needed position as an editor in the
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edited ﬁve previous anthologies together, including the Lambda Literary
winner Erotic Interludes 2:
Stolen Moments and the
Independent Publishers
Gold medal winner, Erotic
Interludes 5: Road Games.
Best Women’s Erotica of
the Year, Volume 1 delivers risky, romantic, heart-pounding thrills. Joyful,
daring, and authentic, these steamy stories revel
in erotic adventure, from
the sparks between
strangers to the knowing
caresses of longtime
lovers. These stories are
not merely erotic but ﬁlled
with strong characters
and clever narratives
showing how sexual experience is diﬀerent for everyone. This anthology is
a glorious celebration of
the ﬁnest and friskiest female erotic ﬁction today.
Jennie didn't want to believe her desperate situation, forced to rely on
some creepy black guy
she didn't like or trust. But
she now needed Reggie
Johnson to avoid homelessness and to save her
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husband from the unthinkable while in prison. How
did they get into this
mess? It all seemed to
start after moving into the
apartments Reggie Johnson owned. Reggie admired Jennie's smooth,
white skin, petite ﬁgure,
shiny brown hair which
hung down to her
shoulders and sparkling
blue eyes as she pleaded
to him for an extension on
the rent she owed. She
was a slim, gorgeous, 25year-old white female
whose sexual experience,
he surmised, was limited
to her lame, white husband - the type of girl Reggie particularly relished
breaking in.
The Montana frontier of
the 1860s might be dangerous, but only if you
have something to lose.
Dr. Vance Phelps lost everything in the War Between the States—her professional future, her place
in Philadelphia society,
and her faith in herself.
She travels to New Hero,
Montana with no hero of
happiness and no desire
for anything except for-
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getting. Mae is a frontier
madam, used to standing
alone. She ﬁercely guards
the well-being of the lost
young women who come
under her care—she just
never expected one of
them to be a doctor,
wounded in body and
soul. Can two outcasts
ﬁnd
refuge
in
one
another’s hearts?
Saxon Sinclair, the broodingly secretive Chief of
Trauma at a busy Manhattan hospital is less than
pleased to learn that her
new resident is going to
be the subject of a documentary ﬁlm. The arrival
of Jude Castle, a ﬁery independent ﬁlmmaker, soon
sets sparks ﬂying as the
two driven women clash
both personally and professionally. Both have secrets they have spent a
lifetime guarding, and
both have chosen careers
over love. Forced together
on the battleground between life and death, passion strikes without warning, and they ﬁnd themselves struggling with
both desire and destiny.
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